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Testing Overview

This test plan addresses the job runs and test cases constructed to verify the correct installation of Release 1548.
Control Database Initial Load (LOADCTL)

Description

This job loads the DB2 CTL database.

Verification

Ensure that the DB2 CTL has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the Database.

The members in PDS UDB2CTL already reflect the System Parameter Table data updates applied as part of this release.
Employee Database Initial Load (LEDDBEG)

Description

This job loads the EDB database.

Verification

Ensure that the DB2 EDB has been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job and ensuring that all tables have been successfully loaded into the database.
PERIODIC MAINTENANCE TO BEGIN JULY (BEGMO07)

Description

This job runs Periodic Maintenance to begin July 2003. It also runs program PPP138.

Verification

Ensure that Periodic Maintenance to begin July 2003 has run to completion.

Installation of this release can be verified by doing a compare of your report output of PPP138N to that included with this release. There should be no differences except the Run Date in the heading.
Other Testing at UCOP.

Description

Other Testing at UCOP included running the following Batch Jobs:

- July B1 Compute (JUL03B1)
- July B2 Compute (JUL03B2)
- July MO Compute (JUL03MO)
- Periodic Maintenance to begin Month 08 (BEGMO08)
- Online Testing. (LEDBBEGO)

Testing Documents and JCL, as well as all batch output are included with this release for further Campus use.